The importance of embryological research in the surgical management of the cleft lip deformity.
The cleft lip deformity has been present throughout mankind, and has entered into the folklore of Nations. There has been a multitude of described repairs. Still they do not provide the hoped for final results. Some of the changes have been based on "thought out" ideas, others on futile guesses. The last few years have seen changes in the surgical direction due to a clearer understanding of the basic embryology. These changes have been made possible by advances in equipment and technology. Changes in animal research, both intra- and extra-uterine, have made possible experiments which may answer some of the suppositions put forward covering both development and healing. The classification of cleft lip places all the deformities in one group, but there may in fact be several groups with different actual causes and failures leading to the same clinical picture. The understanding of the failure or failures that occur in development should lead to a logical approach to the repair of the cleft deformity.